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APPENDIX B – Storing, Packaging and Delivering Masks for
Employees
Effective Date: 24/04/2020
Last Revised: 23/04/2020
Storing, Packaging and Delivering Masks
These instructions will guide employees on how to store surgical masks upon reception, package
them into kits for the use of frontline personnel (LEs, OTS & Station) and distritibute them.

Upon reception:
Storing
1. Make sure that all the components listed in the expedition sheet (found in the delivery
itself) are accounted for.
2. Acknowledge reception by sending an email to (for initial delivery):
a. thierry_plamondon-tremblay@viarail.ca
3. Mask boxes should be stored in a dry and secure location. They should be kept secured
to avoid theft.
4. Remember that masks are scarce in the current context. As VIA Rail encourages its
frontline employee to wear mask, they should only be provided to employees as
requested.
5. Local inventory of masks should be monitored to ensure that sufficient supply is always at
hand. Use the consumption chart (sent in the initial delivery) to estimate your needs.
Keep in mind that some of the masks deployed for the enactement of the Illness Control
Plan can be re-purposed for the use of employees if needed. However, Mask stock
should be maintained for the Illness Control Plan.
6. In the event that local inventory is running low, contact
a. Helen_beros@viarail.ca

Deploying the masks:
Packaging
1. Before handling any masks or plastic bags, remember to wash your hands thoroughly
with soap and water for 30 seconds in accordance with VIA Rail’s guidelines.
2. Ensure that you are working in a sanitized and cleaned area.
3. Open a plastic bag.*
4. Insert masks in all pre-opened plastic bags (for train personnel, you can use the
consumption chart).*
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5. Close the pre-opened plastic bag.*
After the initial delivery of mask, employee will simply have to request additional masks to refill
their bag. Any handling of mask and mask bag should be done with cleaned hand in a sanitized
environment.
Delivering
Frontline employees that whish to get mask for their own use should report to their assigned
location. The following table gives the point of contact for the main distribution hub. Local
distribution line can be implemented localy if needed, and should be coordinated by the
distribution hub’s point of contact.

The managers of the employee demanding masks will provide them with a Ziploc bag (for initial
delivery) with sufficient mask for their work assignment (see consumption chart below). This can
vary widely from assignment to assignment, and, while no precise tracking of mask consumption
must be maintained, any exaggerated use of mask should be flagged. Use the consumption chart
as a reference.
*Step 3,4,5 should be performed in a sanitized and clean work area, by limiting contact with other
objects after having washed your hands.
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The consumption chart below should be use for general guidance only. Mask usages may vary
greatly based on operational needs. This chart is based of a consumption model, it should not take
preseance on operational needs and specificities.
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